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25 March – 7 April 2018 n life inspired

events

The Hearts on Fire Signature Custom Halo
engagement ring

The perfection
of diamonds
The Lorelei Bloom
engagement ring

James Dimick giving his talk

A side view of the Hearts on Fire diamond

Habib Jewels held an interesting and highly
enlightening workshop by James Dimick
for members of the media to educate them
about AGS Diamonds and the amazing technology behind them.
Guests were introduced to what the brand
refers to as “The World’s Most Perfectly Cut
Diamond “ – Hearts on Fire.
James Dimick is from the American Gems
Society, based in the United States, and he
explained why the perfect cut matters so
much in adding to the beauty of a diamond.
The event, held at the JW Marriot Kuala
Lumpur, awed everyone in attendance and
made them realise the importance of buying
the right diamond.

Guests having a look at the “most perfectly cut diamond”

Datuk Seri Meer Habib showing a stunning Hearts on Fire diamond

Fairy tales
come to life
Datuk Ho Hon Sang (seated on the left) and Lionel Leong, dressed up as
“Kings of the Kingdom of M Aruna” during the exhibition’s official launch

The magical journey through the sales
gallery includes a visit to this magical fairy

A “Queen of Cards” waiting for visitors to put up
rose stickers in “Briar Rose’s room” – part of the
proceeds of sticker sales will go to the Mah Sing Be mesmerised by an elf archer and the
In the “Secret Garden”, be spellbound by the interesting characters
Foundation
constellations at the “In The Stars” installation that may cross your path

Mah Sing Group Berhad is launching the
fourth instalment of the Arts & Lights exhibition in M Aruna Sales Gallery, Rawang, with
a theme reminiscent of the magic of fairy
tales.
The exhibition will be open to public every
weekend until April 8, 2018, from 12pm to
9pm, and admission into this sensory journey is completely free.
The “Instagram worthy” event aims to
entice the human senses – sight, sound,
smell, touch and taste – through more than
10 interactive installations.
Visitors will be able to enjoy the installations and also experience all M Aruna has to
offer in terms of homes.
From underwater kingdoms to interstellar wonders, be spellbound as you browse
through the gallery.

